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(5) Magazine Stable  
by Brad Wray Workshop 
Designed by Melbourne-based Brad Wray 
Workshop, the Magazine Stable is an 
experiment in creating an adaptable, multi-
purpose object, based on the concept of 
creating more with less. Celebrating some of  
the elements of an old brutalist favourite,  
this raw, highly textured concrete piece  
forms a side table, magazine rack and  
reading stool. A removable solid blackbutt 
timber insert wedges into place to form 
a side table top.
—
Brad Wray Workshop
bradwrayworkshop.com.au 

(6) Concrete bathroomware  
range by Wood Melbourne
The Concrete range from Wood Melbourne 
consists of the Freya spout, Avaa taps, Bella 
taps, Zoe showerhead and Maddie vanity 
basin. Their timeless aesthetic makes them  
a welcome addition to a range of bathrooms. 
The pieces are made by pouring concrete  
into custom-made moulds to set, and they  
are then hand-finished.  
—
Wood Melbourne
woodmelbourne.com

(7) T.O.M.S butcher by Flack Studio
Tasked with a complete revamp of The Organic 
Meat Specialists’ (T.O.M.S) South Melbourne 
Market store, Flack Studio has created a 
beautifully contemporary butcher. Piggy pink 
tiling contrasts with brilliant blue to serve up 
an unexpected yet superb backdrop for the 
product. Custom beam lighting casts theatrical 
shadows over chequered wall tiles and a fun 
sweep of drama across the knife rack. Lighting 
plays a critical functional role, with the beam 
lights also running horizontally through to the 
back to deepen the space. 

photography SHARYN CAIRNS
—
Flack Studio
flackstudio.com.au 

(4) Bill lamp by Touching Space
Tasmanian-based furniture designer Stuart 
Williams is behind the company Touching 
Space and his new Bill lamp is the latest 
addition to the collection. Just under two 
metres tall, Bill is made from Tasmanian 
eucalyptus with lamp shades in a variety of 
finishes and colours. Bill is manufactured in 
Tasmania and assembled in Melbourne, and  
is available from Workshopped and Stylecraft. 
—
Touching Space
touchingspace.com.au 
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